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Anniversaries

• 25 years ago
• 50 years ago
• 100 years ago

First man on the moon
‘One small step for man..’ : Kaizen?

China joins League of Nations
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LERC and MSc visitors

Richard Schonberger and Doc Hall
‘Japanese Manufacturing Techniques’ 

and ‘Zero Inventories’ 

George Koenigsaecker
‘Lean Leadership’

Mike Rother
‘Toyota Kata’

Gwen Galsworth
‘Visuality’

Pat Graupp
TWI

Steve Spear ‘Toyota DNA’
David Mann
‘Lean Culture’

Bob Emiliani
‘Fake Lean’

Wally Hopp
‘Factory
Physics’
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Ellen Domb
Hoshin and 

TRIZ  >>



This talk

Looking back:
• Toyota

– Schonberger
– A balance between the pillars

• The ‘revolutions’ and Lean’s impact
– Industry 4.0 : revolution or evolution
– The real revolution: People
– Learning, the Trilogy, Problem solving

• ‘Bullshit’ ?
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Lean but not just Toyota

• Toyota: the Lean exemplar
• A GREAT company, and a source of 
GREAT concepts 

– People (Humility, Respect, Gemba..)
– Tools (A3, Kata, VSM, 7 wastes, 5S, ..)

• Halo effect ?
• Appropriate to all?
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Lean and Inventory Turns

• Turns and Little’s Law
– Inventory, throughput, lead 

time
• Good and poor reasons 
(Not just Toyota)
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		Internal

		External



		Poor Reasons (Failures?)

		Managerial/leadership

Inappropriate tools

Shop floor absence

‘Cooking the books’

Inappropriate KPI’s

		Declining supplier performance

Corporate reporting pressure

Wage costs

Failure to respond to tech changes



		Good Reasons (Strategic and Unavoidable?)

		Decrease in WIP but greater RMI/FGI

Capacity tradeoff

Service improvement

Corporate growth

Multiple locations

Product complexity

		Competition

Risk aversion

Safety

Financial regulation









Models

These show balance…
But has ‘Culture’ dominated?
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‘All models are 
wrong; some 
models are 
useful’ 
George Box



Toyota New Global Architecture (and VW)

• See U tube videos

LERC 25th Anniversary

Many similarities with
‘Group Technology’ and
Value Engineering 
– both 1970’s/1980’s
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At meetings with Ops Directors in 2018/19
ALL said Culture (and ‘Leadership’) was the biggest issue...

But only a few knew about
• Takt time
• Kingman equation (and sensitivity at high utilization)
• Little’s Law
• Variation 
• Bottleneck location (All ‘knew’ about bottlenecks and OEE, but few 

knew about floating b-necks, MTTR/MTBF, effect of upstream variation)
• Yerkes Dodson
• Only about half had considered layout as an element of culture
• Almost ALL failed the Intuition test: Get warmer quicker by turning up 

the thermostat. (Deming: make the thermostat work harder by giving it a 
more ambitious goal!)
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4 H’s
of Lean:

Head
Heart
Hands
Health



Muda, Muri, and Mura
• Muda - waste - non value added
• Muri - overburden - pushing a machine, person, 

or process beyond ‘natural limits’.
• Mura - unevenness – variation, non steady flow; 

interruptions, instability, ‘unnatural’ work
• Mura and Muri are often the cause of Muda
• But Wally Hopp says there are only three 

fundamental wastes: Time, Inventory, 
Capacity

LERC 25th Anniversary

Muri – South Africa Style
‘Don’t worry, be happy’

Wally Hopp at 
LERC
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Ignored? Kingman’s Equation

Av
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30%          Utilisation ρ 100%

Zero variation
Small uncertainty

Moderate variation
High uncertainty

Q  = (Ca
2 + Ce

2)/2     x     (ρ / (1- ρ))     x    te      +    te

Muri Mura 

Ca is coefficient of 
arrival variation
Ce is coefficient of 
process variation
ρ Is utilization = 

load/capacity
te is mean process 
time
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Extending Kingman brings them together!

Real Demand  + Unnecessary Demand 
Utilization = 

Load    = 

Capacity  = Base Capacity  - Detractors 

Glenday (Sieve) Pareto 
(80/20 & RRS)

Seddon
(Failure Demand)

Hopp and Spearman
(Flow and interactions)

Hinckley 
(Mistakes)

Ohno
(Waste)

Goldratt
(Bottlenecks)

Shingo
(SMED,

Pokayoke)

…Utilization and Leadtime is NON LINEAR!
Lean at Wits
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Types of Demand

LERC 25th Anniversary

Necessary Consequential Unnecessary

Internally 
generated Anticipation Rework

Overproduction
Dispensable 
Misallocated

Externally 
generated

‘Fresh
Demand”

‘Failure
Demand’ Superfluous

Internally generated means demand is generated within the organisation.
Externally generated is demand from customers or clients
Necessary is  real, first-time, demand
Consequential demand results from failure, mistakes, errors
Unnecessary is misdirected, too-much, unused demand and ‘Bullshit’
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Industry 4.0: Revolution or Evolution?

• David Edgerton says that the 4th or 
even the fifth was being discussed 
in the 1930’s

• (‘Waste’ was a big theme in the 
1920’s)

• Revolutions or Evolutions
– Coal, Iron and Steel
– Electricity (‘Current war’)
– Agriculture
– Oil and Chemicals
– Bio tech
– Automation
– Computers and Data Processing
– Service and Systems
– AI, Machine Learning, Data mining

• Still modest Lean development in 
several of these

• The ‘Adjacent Possible’
– iPhone

• But across all this is the slow 
‘revolution’ towards ‘me’

• ‘Me’
– Chaplin Modern Times
– Catch 22 Die for your country?
– Trump
– Arab Spring
– Hong Kong
– ..
– Repetitive work reluctance

• Moving Towards ‘Tight Loose’
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Unprecedented technology

• Moore’s Law just turning up. The 
grain of rice story.

• AI, AR, RPA, IoT, Big Data, Additive 
manufacture, Digital Twin

For Lean: What opportunities? 
What threats? What to Learn?

Flexible Adidas sole
emerging from 3D Printer
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Education and learning

• A Korean Industrial Engineering department from 2019 allowed students 
to take one MOOC course from any one of several approved providers. 
Popular are Caltec, MIT, and Imperial. He said that by 2025 the aim was 
to have the entire IE undergrad program delivered through MOOC - from 
the best courses, the best lecturers, from a host of universities around the 
world.

• But on-site practicals and tutorials
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What is possible is not necessarily efficient

• ‘Efficiency remains important, but the ability 
to adapt to complexity and continual 
change has become an imperative.’

– Gen Stanley McChrystal, Team of Teams, 
Penguin, 2015

• Learning from Nelson and Trafalgar
– Not the battle plan itself, but the preparation of 

Captain’s independent thought, fostered for 
many years prior to the battle

• Avoiding the Perry Principle
– The more visible something is, or the easier it 

is to communicate, the greater the temptation 
to control.
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Moving towards Loose..

Open Book Management
‘The Great Game of Business’

An influential book
Covering ‘Teal’ Organizations

Quakers, or
‘Religious Society 
of Friends’ have 
had a Pirate type 
since 1650
(no hierarchy, no 
ministers, 
participative 
decisions.)

Haier: A Lean
‘Tight Loose Organization
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Pirate Management for Lean?

• Elect the captain, and depose if necessary
• Democratic: Voting on most issues except 

during battle
• Volunteers; free to leave
• Mutual training
• Info available to all
• Often mutual ownership
• No org. hierarchy or job titles except captain 

and mate
• No ‘Staff’ : All functions performed by teams
• Peer- based appraisals
• Profit shares pre-decided, but not more than 3:1
• Punishment for weapons not in good order, 

poor safety, lack of respect

LERC 25th Anniversary

They may look disorganised but..

By contrast, Royal Navy method
“Pressgangs, sodomy and the lash”
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Developing AARs : A case study towards “Loose’ 

• F4 Phantom used in Vietnam by US 
Navy and USAF

• Train then combat fly
• Poor kill ratio
• US Navy Top Gun with learners flying 

against the best – immediate review 
with the facts

• USAF remained with train then fly 
• Dramatic differences between Navy 

and air force
• AARs then slowly migrated to US Army

20
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AAR’s as Countermeasures & Experiments

• AAR Characteristics: Kata? TWI?
– Done Routinely
– Immediacy
– Objective data
– Participation
– Leaders admit mistakes
– No personal criticism
– 4 Questions and time

• What did we set out to do?
• What actually happened?
• Why did it happen? (25%)
• What are we going to do next time? (50%)

• Failure Modes
– The above not carried out, and 
– Willingness of officers to listen and admit they got it wrong

25%

Ref: David Garvin, Learning in Action, Harvard, 2009

“Not Training leading to Doing, 
but Doing and Training Together” 
(Rother, ‘The Toyota Kata 
Practice Guide’)
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Knowledge and Skill

• ‘The theme of the Top Gun approach to training, whether it is for shooting 
down enemy planes or interpreting mammograms, is the emphasis on 
doing. The bottom line is what you are able to do, not what you know….’

• ‘The distinction between knowledge and skills lies at the heart of the 
difference between traditional paths toward expertise and the deliberate-
practice approach. Traditionally, the focus is nearly always on knowledge. 
Even when the ultimate outcome is being able to do something – solve a 
particular math problem or write a good essay – the traditional approach 
has been to provide information about the right way to proceed and then 
mostly rely on the student to apply that knowledge. Deliberate practice, by 
contrast, focuses solely on performomance and how to improve it.’

From Anders Ericsson, Peak, Bodley Head, 2016
Chapter 5.
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But Beware..

For Problem Solving
• Deliberate Practice is OK for repetitive work 

(As is AI, and Machine Learning)
• But for creativity or ‘wicked’ problems 

‘Insight’, ‘Outside View’, ‘Adjacent possible’ 
is needed! (The Einstellung effect (use the 
familiar even if better are available..))

• Woolsey..
For Training
• ‘Make it easy’ / giving hints is ‘faster’ and 

leads to popularity but low retention; 
• Requiring Self discovery is slower, less 

popular, but far better for retention 

Errors and 
Uncertainty Insights

Performance
Improvements = +

From Gary Klein:

Art Smalley
‘Four Types of 
Problem’ >>

‘Inside view’ and ‘Outside View’
Kahneman and Tversky

Rumsfeld “known knowns, known 
unknowns, unknown unknowns”  

His CV: “Gene Woolsey is a successful, 
witty, pompous ass. He is short, fat, bald, 
and looks like the second vice president 
of a Midwest Kiwanis Club that sings in a 
barber shop quartet.”

Foxes or hedgehogs?



Small Wins

LERC 25th Anniversary

From Amabile and Kramer, 2019
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Some writers on Small Wins >>

...and Agile..



Small Wins : Some References (outside of Lean)

Repetition,
Deliberate
Practice

‘Small and 
varied Wins’

‘Yet’ and
Belief

Dan Gilbert:
‘Pathways in the Brain’
‘The more you do something..

Duhigg 
‘Habit’

Amabile on 
Small Wins Motivation

Kahneman on 
Confirmation Bias, 
Israeli recruits, +++

Carol Dwek 
on Mindset

Colvin on Talent

The 10k hour rule,
With feedback
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Some References (Lean, TWI Kata)

Repetition
Deliberate
Practice

‘Small and 
varied Wins’

‘Yet’ and
Belief

Maurer on 
‘Kaizen: One Small Step…’

Spear on Experiments
& Jack Smith

Ohno on 
Thinking People

Graupp 
On JI

NUMMI and
Workforce
transformation

Rother

Mann on 
Leader 
Standard 
Work

TWI
(JR)

Koenigsaecker
On repeated kaizens

Glenday 
‘Economics of Repetition
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Parkinson and ‘Bullshit’

For decades
We have studied 
the front line..
..but now..

On our journey we will take a helicopter view to examine 
the strategic narrative and create a vision and plan to win 
by setting up a straw man and then drill down so we can 
create alignment and surface best practice by focusing 
on the deliverables and establishing accountability.
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Seven Back Office Thieves

• Non-trusters (including checkers & correctors)
• Time fillers (including boundary expanders & 

Parkinson)
• Wasted word generators (ignored reports and 

research)
• Rule sticklers (and rule creators)
• Target wallahs (‘strategizers’, accountants, 

budgeters)
• Buck passers (and amplifiers)
• Glorifiers (self promotional and surveys)

For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth and the 
sea and all that is in them, but on the seventh He filled out a risk 
assessment and decided not to proceed.
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Wastes:
7 from Classic Lean
8th : People
9th : Resources
10th: BULLSHIT!



Possibilities?

“When the facts 
change I change my 

mind. What do you do, 
Sir?”

“Nowhere Man
Please listen..
You don’t know what you’re missin’
…
He’s as blind as he can be
Just sees what he wants to see..

Isn’t he a bit like like you and me..”

“The world 
is at your 

command”
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LERC 25th Anniversary Conference
Cardiff 
September 2019

Lean:
New Wine in Old Bottles?

John Bicheno

…but old (red) wine is often best!
So, Cheers!
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